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of the various parts of one country. France, for instance, was
organized into a number of provinces each of which to a large
extent enjoyed its own individual system of law. The same
came to be true of the Netherlands and Germany and ulti-
mately of North America. In such circumstances it is obvious
that, since the inhabitants of these political States all owed
allegiance to the same sovereign, a question of conflict of laws
arising between them could not be referred to the law of their
nationality. It is not surprising, therefore, that the lex domiciln
won universal recognition.
A decisive break with tradition, however, occurred with the Law of
promulgation of the Code Napoleon in 180?. This provided nfi°E^li,ty
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that the rules contained therein concerning status and capacity France,
should govern Frenchmen even though residing in foreign ?*03***&
,&	ill	1	•  -	3     r        i	in Austria,
countries,1 and, although no provision was made tor the reverse 1812
case of foreigners residing in France, the prevailing tendency
in the French courts has always been to apply by way of reci-
procity the national law of a foreigner to any matter concerning
his status or capacity. The Austrian code followed suit in 1812
by providing that the capacity of an Austrian should be
governed by Austrian law irrespective of his domicil or resi-
dence. Later the reception of nationality as the test of the per-
sonal law was greatly influenced by events in Italy. The man j
chiefly responsible for this was the Italian patriot Mancinj
At a famous lecture delivered at tfie University ot TurM in *
18 5 r, he vigorously emphasized the significance of nationality.
Laws, he said, are made more for an ascertained population
than for an ascertained territory. The one concern of a sove-
reign is his subjects, and in framing his legislation he considers
their physical and moral qualities, their habits and require-
ments, indeed even the climate, temperature and fertility of the
soil of the country to which they belong. Thus, for instance,
French legislation provides the ideal law tor a Frenchman, since
it is most suited to his character, and therefore logic requires
that it should continue to govern him no matter where he may
go or where he may become domiciled. Exceptionally, however,
the national law must be discarded if its application will con-
flict with the public policy of the forum. Mancini exercised
great influence over legislation when Italy, Bythrowing off
the Austrian yoke, established herself as a separate kingdom,
and it was mainly due to him that the Italian code of 1866
ordained that the status, capacity and family relations of
1 Art 3 (3).

